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for an improvement in the conditions of persecuted writers and
journalists. They send letters to the governments concerned
and lobby their own governments to campaign for the release
of detained writers and for investigations in cases of torture and
killings. They also advocate for systemic change to restrictive laws
and practices. Through writing to the families and, where possible,
directly to prisoners, they provide encouragement and hope.
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The PEN Charter is based on resolutions
passed at its International Congresses and
may be summarised as follows:

PEN International gathers its information from a wide
variety of sources and seeks to confirm its information
through at least two independent sources. Where its
information is unconfirmed, it will either take no action,
or word its outputs to reflect the fact that the information
is as yet incomplete. Sources include press reports,
reports from individuals in the region in question,
reports from other human rights groups, PEN members
themselves, embassy officials, academics, prisoners’
families, lawyers and friends, and exile groups. It also
partners with other international NGOs, such as Article
19, Committee to Protect Journalists, Freedom House,
Index on Censorship, and Reporters without Borders.
It is a founder member of IFEX – the International Freedom
of Expression Exchange, a collaborative, on-line service
in which national, regional and international organisations
involved in the campaign for free expression pool
information and amplify each others’ voices.

PEN affirms that:
• Literature knows no frontiers and must
remain common currency among people in
spite of political or international upheavals.
• In all circumstances, and particularly in
time of war, works of art, the patrimony of
humanity at large, should be left untouched
by national or political passion.
• Members of PEN should at all times use
what influnce they have in favour of good
understanding and mutual respect between
nations and people; they pledge themselves
to do their utmost to dispel all hatreds and to
champion the ideal of one humanity living in
peace and equality in one world.
• PEN stands for the principle of unhampered
transmission of thought within each nation
and between all nations, and members
pledge themselves to oppose any form of
suppression of freedom of expression in the
country and community to which they belong,
as well as throughout the world wherever
this is possible. PEN declares for a free press
and opposes arbitrary censorship in time of
peace. It believes that the necessary advance
of the world towards a more highly organised
political and economic order renders a free
criticism of governments, administrations and
institutions imperative. And since freedom
implies voluntary restraint, members pledge
themselves to oppose such evils of a free
press as mendacious publication, deliberate
falsehood and distortion of facts for political
and personal ends.

Writers are frequently also journalists and media
commentators, and vice versa, so PEN will also include
a person on the list whose primary role is as a writer,
but who may be under pressure for their journalism.
A journalist who is threatened for writing a book may
also become a PEN concern, such as where crime
reporters publish books based on their investigations
into criminality. Similarly PEN will on occasion take up
visual artists, including film-makers and cartoonists.
Rather than attempting to duplicate the work of its
media rights colleagues, this list features those cases
that are either unique to PEN and are not within other
organisations’ remits, such as writers of literature and
poets, or where there is a cross over between journalism
and literature. It should also be noted that the Case List
can only provide a snapshot of what is likely to be a
larger phenomenon: offences are often not reported,
writers may self-censor, and other obstacles arise in terms
of documenting the silencing of writers. This is highly
likely to be the case for women writers as the full extent
of censorship of women must be seen within the wider
context of gender-based violence, and lack of access to
education, civil, political and cultural rights. The Case
List is intended to provide an overview and an indication
of global trends, and a guide to the type of challenges
writers face, in which countries, and the kind of actions
that other writers worldwide are taking in support of
their colleagues.

Sponsors
Our work would be impossible without our Sponsors
who include: Swedish International Development
Agency, Norwegian Ministry for Foreign Affairs,
the Fritt Ord Foundation, the Evan Cornish Foundation,
the United Nations Democracy Fund, individual
donations, membership fees from PEN members and
supporters of the PEN Circles.
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Introduction

2017 – A year of
oppression, collusion
and lethal threats
The statistics for 2017 are numbing enough: 218 attacks on freedom of expression
documented by PEN in a year. Writers have been murdered. Many writers and journalists
have been imprisoned, detained without trial, and threatened with lawsuits, and the powerful
continue to attack those who express themselves freely. But these numbers tell only a partial
story. If the figures go up this year, it does not mean the previous years were somehow better;
it may only mean that more incidents are being reported now. And if the figures go down,
it does not mean the situation has necessarily improved; it still means that journalists and
writers are threatened. It also means that in some societies blunt force and pressure are so
successful that few dare to speak up. It is silence, but of the graveyard.
Writing, reporting, and truth-telling remain dangerous. Older forms of suppression –
solitary confinement, defamation and criminal libel suits, religious defamation and blasphemy
laws, abuse of anti-terror laws and emergency provisions, and threats of physical violence
continue. But more governments are using more laws and ingenious methods to stifle free
speech. To that, now add outrageous charges, callous states, impunity for non-state actors,
state collusion with crime, ‘universalisation’ of repression, and threats from unexpected
quarters – it is a grim world. And the Internet, once considered the bastion of free expression,
has seen rampant proliferation of lies, euphemistically referred to as ‘fake news,’ as well
as ceaseless trolling and bullying as a weapon, particularly targeted at women and women
writers, often threatening them with sexual violence.
As we look back at the dismal narrative of 2017, five patterns of oppression – through violence
and intimidation – stand out. While these tactics are used across the globe, and have been for
many years, they are emerging in new places and regions.
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Collusion between the corrupt and the criminal has
long been apparent in countries in the Americas and
Africa, and investigative journalists (like Rafael Marques
de Morais in Angola, for example) have been targeted
for exposing such ties, but such collusion has recently
revealed itself in Europe. The Maltese journalist Daphne
Caruana Galizia was exploring – and exposing – those
named in the Panama Papers (a leak of 11.5 million files
from the database of one of the world’s largest offshore
law firms) who were shielding their business and financial
affairs from the reach of authorities. In October 2017
she was killed in a car bomb. That a murder like this
could occur in the European Union was cause for alarm,
revealing the inability of its human rights charter and ideals
to protect a journalist. In late February 2018, a Slovak
journalist Jan Kuciak and his partner Martina Kusnirova
were murdered, execution-style, most probably because
he was investigating the siphoning off of European Union
aid money by government officials colluding with gangs).
Repressive laws, the use of which we might expect
in countries such as Ethiopia, are being applied in
unexpected places like Spain. True, Spain is undergoing
political turmoil, with the prosperous Catalan region
seeking secession. In this charged atmosphere, Spanish
police attacked and intimidated journalists and writers
reporting on the referendum on Catalan independence,
once again revealing how the commitment of some
governments which profess human rights and freedoms
gets diluted, even evaporated in times of crisis.
In February last year, musician and poet Valtonyc
(the stage name of Josep Miquel Arenas Beltrán), was
sentenced to three-and-a-half years in prison on several
grounds, including insulting the crown, charges that are
more reminiscent of the lèse-majesté laws in Thailand.
The case of Liu Xiaobo is a striking example of the state’s
callous disregard for the well-being of a writer in
prison. The Nobel Laureate Liu Xiaobo died a prisoner
– China granted him so-called medical parole days
before his death last year, to influence public perception
that China was being compassionate, when the reality
was that Liu should never have been in jail in the first
place. Liu was an honorary member of the Independent
Chinese PEN Centre, and one of the architects of Charter
08, which Chinese intellectuals had drafted in 2008,
commemorating the 60th anniversary of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. China jailed Liu, and in jail
his health deteriorated. Fearful of protests at his funeral,
China had him cremated and his ashes were released in
the ocean, as if to erase him. His widow, the poet Liu
Xia, is living under police watch without any charges.
Liu’s was not the only such case. In late 2017, writer Yang
Tongyan too died, succumbing to brain cancer, while on
medical parole just weeks before his 12-year sentence
was due to expire.

Violence perpetrated by non-state actors is
widespread across the globe. In Iraq, Saad Saloum, who
runs a cultural organisation and has written extensively
on the human rights of minorities, has received death
threats from unknown Islamic groups. Shockingly, in
India, we are witnessing a growing public sympathy with
the perpetrators. Gauri Lankesh was a fearless Indian
journalist who wrote passionately and aggressively.
She condemned politicians who sowed religious discord,
and she championed young progressive activists. In a
murder that followed the pattern of other recent murders
of writers and intellectuals in India, a man came to her
doorstep on a motor scooter and shot her. While tens of
thousands across India mourned Gauri’s murder (PEN
South India announced an award in her memory), many
people in India professing Hindu nationalist ideology, on
social media in particular, celebrated her death, because
she was critical of their politics.
And fifth is the placing of outrageous charges
on those who dissent, and using the power of
national security laws in courts to browbeat critics.
Nowhere is that more visible than in Turkey, where writers,
translators, journalists, and editors have been facing
ridiculous charges which unconvincingly attempt to link
up reporting of facts and expressing dissenting opinion
with undertaking propaganda for extremist organisations.
PEN International has attended several of their trials
and has grave concerns over due process in all cases it
has observed.
We stand in solidarity with all those writers. Our weapons
are our words – governments and others with power
have tried, for centuries, to silence them, but they know
we will resist, we will persist, we will insist on freedom.
PEN’s members and centres stand shoulder-to-shoulder
with the writers whose freedom they campaign for –
by picketing in front of Chinese and Saudi embassies, by
writing letters and postcards, by holding candle-light vigils,
by observing trials, by providing financial assistance, by
assisting in finding shelters and placements for writers
at risk, by publishing reports, by organizing fund-raisers,
by arranging public readings of jailed writers and poets,
by celebrating the creativity of cartoonists and playwrights
in prison, by intervening and advocating for freedom of
expression at the Human Rights Council, by lobbying
home governments and embassies, and by bearing
witness. We will continue to do so, as long as those threats
remain, and so long as writers are in prison. We will raise
our voices, until every one of our brothers and sisters is
free, until the threats, intimidation, and violence disappear.
Salil Tripathi
Chair, Writers in Prison Committee
PEN International
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Global overview
and statistics
It was a turbulent year in global politics, reflected in the 218 attacks against writers
that PEN monitored throughout 2017. This report covers the five world regions,
each regional section providing an overview of key events impacting on freedom of
expression, followed by a list giving details of writers who have suffered attacks in
2017: from long term imprisonment to brief detentions, and from threats to murders,
as well as other forms of intimidation, both by state and non-state actors. Each section
also refers to advocacy by PEN and its member centres on behalf of journalists, often in
collaboration with PEN’s sister organisations working on media freedom.
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GLOBAL OVERVIEW AND STATISTICS

Furthermore, the nature of repression of freedom of expression, such as that
offences are often not reported, that writers may self-censor, and other obstacles to
documenting the silencing of writers, means that a report such as this can only be a
snapshot of what is likely to be a larger phenomenon. However, it provides an overview
and an indication of global trends, and a guide to the type of challenges writers face,
in which countries, and the kind of actions that other writers worldwide are taking in
support of their colleagues.

218 recorded Attacks on writers
occurred in all world regions
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Murders of writers
& Impunity

Imprisonment
and trials

Two writers were murdered by unknown persons in
2017, both in Mexico. The country continues to be the
most dangerous place to be a writer or journalist – of
the 18 reported murders of journalists recorded by the
Committee to Protect Journalists in 2017, six were from
Mexico. PEN’s case list also includes 17 murders that
remain unresolved since 2006, and where the killers and
those who ordered the killings are being granted impunity,
either endorsed by governments, or through lack of
proper investigation. They are among the many hundreds
of writers and journalists worldwide whose killings that
have yet to see justice since NGOs started to monitor
impunity in the mid 1990s.

Half of the writers on PEN’s 2017 case list are serving
prison terms, are detained awaiting sentencing or are
on trial, a total of 107 cases. Iran, China, Vietnam,
Eritrea, and Turkey remain, the key incarcerators of
writers, as they have for decades, many of whom
serving sentences spanning several years. China holds
34 writers in prison, including in the Tibet and Xinjiang
Uyghur Autonomous Regions. 2017 saw two writers
dying in detention, both in China. For many years
there have been rumours of deaths in custody among
the seven Eritrean writers held on unknown charges
since 2001 and 2005, and whose whereabouts are
also not known.

Turkey: Hrant Dink
A Decade of Fighting for Justice
for Murdered Editor
Turkish-Armenian editor and writer, Hrant Dink,
was shot dead in Istanbul on 19 January 2007.
His family and colleagues are doggedly seeking
justice. They have secured prison sentences for
his teenage killer, and two other accomplices,
yet continue to fight through the courts for
prosecution of the high ranking officials who
ordered Dink’s death.

China: Liu Xiaobo
Nobel Prize Winner Dies after
Eight Years in Prison
Liu Xiaobo, a Nobel Peace Prize winner, writer, literary
critic and human rights activist spent the last eight
years of his life in prison, with little or no access to
friends or family. Liu was arrested in December 2009
and charged with ‘inciting subversion of state power’,
with a sentence of 11 years in prison. He died on 13
July 2017 while on medical parole.
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In the MENA region, of the thirty nine cases recorded, 15
were serving lengthy prison terms. When the numbers of
imprisonment and trials are combined, half were under
laws that explicitly penalising political activities, unlike
in other countries where terrorism or insult are used to
penalise government critics. In China, nearly all those
in prison are held under national security laws, where
simply challenging the authorities is seen as a threat to
the state.

Of the 107 listed as imprisoned or on trial globally, 36
have been prosecuted under anti-terror laws, a third of all
cases, nearly of all which are considered to be applied to
penalise criticism of the government, rather than actual
support of terrorism.
In Europe, there were a total of 23 writers in prison or on
trial, 19 of whom tried under anti-terror legislation, notably
in Turkey. A newly emerging trend is the use of anti-terror
laws in Spain where two singers and two puppeteers are
featured on the list as having been tried for terrorism on
spurious grounds.

Non-state attacks

Defamation and insult laws account for 19 prosecutions
and harassments on this list. In Africa, these laws have
been applied against singer-songwriters, an indication of
the use of music to send a message to large audiences,
often critiques of politicians, which in turn can bring down
the ire of governments.

PEN also monitors and calls for justice in cases of attacks
by non-state actors. These have included killings, threats,
abductions and harassment from extremist groups
including from the right wing, conservative religions, and
criminal gangs. The killers of both writers murdered in
Mexico are linked to crime. Across the Americas threats
and harassment mainly from criminal elements, form
70% of the recorded cases, an indication of the grave
threat to freedom of expression posed by untrammelled
criminality. Non-state attacks were also recorded in
countries in other regions such as in South Africa, Nigeria,
India, Russia, Turkey, Libya and Iraq.

Religion continues to be a dangerous topic for writers,
although, thankfully, there were no killings of writers
related to religious extremists in 2017. Ten writers were
on trial or in prison for defamation to religion, in countries
including Mauritania, Bangladesh, Malaysia, Turkey,
Oman and Saudi Arabia.
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Day of the Imprisoned Writer 2017
Six writers who symbolise the struggle
for free expression in 2017
Each year, on 15 November, PEN highlights the cases
of five persecuted writers – be they imprisoned, facing
prosecution or otherwise at risk – that are emblematic
of the type of threats and attacks faced by writers
and journalists around the world. On this day, our
Centres and members worldwide stand in solidarity
with their colleagues and call on those responsible to
end their persecution.
As Salil Tripathi, Chair of PEN International’s Writers in
Prison Committee wrote, 15 November 2017 “is a day
of solidarity and action. It’s a day in which PEN’s global
community stands with those writers who are paying a
heavy price for their commitment and belief that we all
have a right to express ourselves freely and peacefully. It
is a day on which we say, in one voice, that they are not
alone. It is also a day on which we tell those governments
who seek to silence writers that we will continue to stand
with them and against any authority, system, or power
that views the right to free expression as a threat.’
The 2017 Day of the Imprisoned Writer focussed on
five cases of writers who had suffered imprisonment,
trial, harassment, and disappearance for the practice of
their right to freedom of expression that year: in Turkey,
Honduras, Viet Nam, Equatorial Guinea and Syria. PEN
Centres world-wide staged events, wrote articles and
celebrated the courage of these writers, and that of many
others who have suffered injustice at the hands of state
and non-state actors.

PEN International’s Emblematic Cases – 15 November
2017 Day of the Imprisoned Writer
Cesario Alejandro Félix Padilla Figueroa (Honduras) –
Journalism graduate, student leader, and board member
and founding member of PEN Honduras, Cesario Alejandro
Félix Padilla Figueroa has faced prosecution, threats and
harassment for his part in on-going student protests at the
state National Autonomous University of Honduras (UNAH)
in the Honduran capital Tegucigalpa since 2014.
Nguyen Ngoc Nhu Quynh (Viet Nam) – Blogger who
writes on social, economic, political, environmental, and
human rights, was sentenced to 10 years in prison in June.
Nguyen, who writes under the pen-name, Me Nâm (Mother
Mushroom), was convicted of “conducting propaganda
against the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam”.
Ramón Esono Ebalé (Equatorial Guinea) - An awardwinning cartoonist whose work has focused on inequality
in his country, and criticises President Obiang’s leadership,
was arrested in September. Ostensibly charged with
criminal offences, it is likely that the real reason behind
his arrest was his political commentary. Esono Ebalé
was released from prison on 7 March 2018. The charges
against him were dropped on 27 February at his trial, after
the police officer who had accused him of counterfeiting
$1,800 of local currency admitted making the accusation
based on orders from his superiors.
Razan Zaitouneh (Syria) – A respected human rights
defender, blogger and lawyer, Zaitouneh was abducted in
December 2013 with her husband and two colleagues by
armed men believed to be members of an Islamic group.
There has been no news of them since.
Zehra Doğan (Turkey) – An artist, poet and journalist,
Doğan is serving a two years and nine months and 22
days sentence in Turkey for terrorist propaganda, charges
that refer to her journalism, social media and a painting in
which she depicts Turkish armed forces’ occupation of a
Kurdish majority city.
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Writers Killed in 2017

Both Killings in 2017 were in Mexico
April 2017

Filiberto ÁLVAREZ
LANDEROS
A poet and journalist, was shot dead on 29 April 2017 on his way
home from hosting his weekly radio show ‘Poemas y Cantares’ in
Tlaquiltenango. Police arrested a man in connection with the murder
a few days later. It is thought that his killing may be linked to his work
as a journalist.

May 2017

Javier VALDEZ
CÁRDENAS
An award-winning crime reporter who had written several books on
the drugs trade, Valdez was shot dead in Culiacán on 15 May 2017.
Valdez had reportedly expressed fears for his safety shortly before
his death. There are also reports that members of organized crime
gangs are impeding the investigation. By the end of the year, no-one
had been apprehended.
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Impunity
Among those named in this case list are twenty writers
murdered since the October 2006 killing of Russian writer,
Anna Politkovskaya. Their cases remain unresolved, and
those who killed them or who ordered their murders
remain at liberty. PEN will continue to press for justice for
these writers and an end to the impunity enjoyed by those
who use murder to silence their critics.
7 OCTOBER 2006 – RUSSIA

30 JANUARY 2015 – SYRIA

•

•

ANNA POLITKOVSKAYA WRITER AND
JOURNALIST

KENJI GOTO JOGO, JAPANESE AUTHOR
KILLED BY SO-CALLED ISLAMIC STATE

19 JANUARY 2007 - TURKEY

20 FEBRUARY 2015 – INDIA

•

•

HRANT DINK, WRITER AND EDITOR OF
ARMENIAN LANGUAGE AGOS MAGAZINE

23 NOVEMBER 2011 – AZERBAIJAN
•

RAFIQ TAĞI, WRITER

3 MARCH 2012 – MEXICO
•

GOVIND PANSARE, AUTHOR

25 FEBRUARY 2015 – BANGLADESH
•

AVIJIT ROY, WRITER AND BLOGGER

12 MAY 2015 – BANGLADESH
•

GUILLERMO FERNÁNDEZ GARCÍA, POET

ANANTA BIJOY DASH, WRITER, EDITOR
AND BLOGGER

29 OCTOBER 2012 – SOMALIA

30 AUGUST 2015 – INDIA

•

•

WARSAME SHIRE AWALE, POET,
PLAYWRIGHT AND SINGER

DR MALLESHAPPA MADIVALAPPA KALBURGI,
WRITER

8 MARCH 2013 – BRAZIL

31 OCTOBER 2015 – BANGLADESH

•

•

RODRIGO NETO DE FARIA, JOURNALIST
AND WRITER

16 JULY 2013 – CAMEROON
•

ERIC OHENA LEMBEMBE, LGBT ACTIVIST
AND WRITER

5 SEPTEMBER 2013 – AFGHANISTAN
•

SUSHMITA BANERJEE, AUTHOR

23 APRIL 2014 – THAILAND
•

FAISAL ABEDIN DEEPAN, PUBLISHER

27 DECEMBER 2015 – TURKEY
•

NAJI JERF, A SYRIAN MAGAZINE EDITOR
AND FILM MAKER

MARCH 2016 – SYRIA
•

MOHAMMAD BASHIR AL-AANI, POET

23 APRIL 2016 – BANGLADESH
•

KAMOL DUANGPHASUK, POET

REZAUL KARIM SIDDIQUE, POET,
WRITER AND LITERARY CRITIC

24 JANUARY 2015 – EGYPT

10 JULY 2016 – CAMBODIA

•

•

SHAIMA EL-SABBAGH, POET
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RIGHTS ANALYST

AFRICA / OVERVIEW

Africa

Africa Overview
Uganda: Stella Nyanzi
Women’s and sexual rights
activist waits for trial for
‘insulting’ President
Stella Nyanzi is an outspoken activist, a leading
voice in the women’s rights movement, and was a
University of Makere fellow, where she researches
sexuality in Africa. A critic of the Ugandan
government with a large social media following, she
spent over a month in prison for a Facebook post
criticising President Museveni. She is now awaiting
trial on charges of insult.

Equatorial Guinea:
Ramón Esono Ebalé
Artist detained for his cartoons
lampooning the President
Ramón Esono Ebalé was arrested in September 2017
and detained for six months, on dubious counterfeiting
charges, apparently brought in retaliation for his
cartoons that portray the president and other officials
as stealing public money to fund lavish lifestyles and
sexual exploits, without any regard for the grinding
poverty around them. He was released on 7 March
2018 after the charges were dropped.
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In 2017, journalists, writers, and human rights defenders
across the continent faced restrictions to the right of
freedom of expression through repressive laws, threats,
and other forms of harassment used to silence dissent,
as well as limits on access to information through the
imposition of internet and social media shutdowns.

Entrenched repression
The situation for freedom of opinion and expression
continues to be dire in Eritrea, which remains one of the
worst jailers of journalists in Africa. There is no independent
press and no space for dissent. PEN is aware of at least
16 detained journalists, many held incommunicado,
including Amanuel Asrat and Dawit Isaak, among
others, detained during a September 2001 crackdown on
the press. Dawit Isaak received the 2017 UNESCO World
Press Freedom Award, which led to renewed calls for
his release and that of the other journalists, including an
appeal from the UN Special Rapporteur on the situation
of human rights in Eritrea.

Use of restrictive legislation
Many legal barriers to freedom of expression remained
in place. Laws criminalising defamation and insult
continued to be used to silence critical voices, despite
repeated calls from the African Commission on Human
and Peoples’ Rights for the repeal of such laws. For
example, Somaliland journalist Mohamed Adan Dirir
was sentenced in October 2017 to 18 months in jail on
charges of criminal defamation and publishing false news.
In Cameroon, journalist Lewis Medjo was sentenced in
February 2017 to six months in prison and a US $1,800
fine on the charge of defamation. His sentence was
increased to two years, as he was unable to pay the fine.
He was later released. In Uganda eight journalists writing
for the Red Pepper tabloid newspaper were charged with
libel, among other charges.
The Computer Misuse Act has also been used in Uganda
to prosecute academic and activist Stella Nyanzi who was
arrested and charged in April 2017 with cyber harassment
and offensive communication, for her Facebook posts
criticising Uganda’s President. The United Nations Working
Group on Arbitrary Detention, in its findings on Nyanzi’s
case, urged the Government to bring sections 24 (1) and
(2) (a) and 25 of the Computer Misuse Act, which has
been used to restrict the right to freedom of expression,
into conformity with the commitments of Uganda under
international human rights law.
In Angola, journalists Rafael Marques de Morais and
Mariano Bras Lourenco were charged under the Law
on Crimes against State Security in June 2017 with
‘outrage to a body of sovereignty and injury against
public authority’ over a 2016 article. In 2016 they had
already been separately charged with insult laws for the
same article.
Anti-terrorist legislation was also used in many
countries to silence journalists and writers. In Ethiopia,
free expression continues to be severely limited amid
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a crackdown on dissent on the back of protests for
reform. Journalist Getachew Shiferaw was initially
charged under the anti-terrorism law but the charges
were reduced to inciting subversion. He was sentenced
to 18 months in prison in May 2017 before being
released just over a month later. The Anti-Terrorist
Proclamation (ATP) was used to sentence former
Ethiopian opposition spokesman Yonatan Tesfaye,
and artists were among those jailed as part of a broader
crackdown under the ATP. Journalists Eskinder Nega
and Woubshet Taye who were imprisoned in 2011
under terrorism charges, were freed in February 2018
after almost seven years prison.
Anti-terrorist legislation was also used to silence
journalists in Cameroon, including those who reported
on unrest in Anglophone regions. Other critical
voices were harassed, such as Patrice Nganang, a
Cameroonian-American academic, who was detained
for just under three weeks shortly after writing an
article criticising the government’s response to the
Anglophone crisis.
The climate for freedom of expression became
increasingly restrictive in Tanzania with a crackdown
on the media and intolerance of dissent – in March
the President warned media outlets to ‘be careful,
watch it.’ Various newspapers were banned for
their critical reporting. In December, a reporter went
missing. Rapper Ney Wa Mitego was arrested after he
released a song that allegedly insulted the president.
According to Human Rights Watch, at least 10 people
were prosecuted for comments on social media. The
controversial Cybercrimes Act was used against
human rights defenders and musicians.
Senegal passed a new press law that has been described
by the Media Foundation for West Africa as being ‘one
step forward and one step back’ for media freedom.

Conflict
In states facing conflict, such as Somalia, journalists
faced a difficult operating environment, where they
were attacked by both state and non-state actors.
Several radio journalists faced arrests and detention.
In South Sudan, Christopher Allen, an American
freelance journalist, was killed during fighting between
government and rebel forces. Journalists were also
harassed, detained, and interrogated.

Repression of critical voices and
internet shutdowns/ censorship
During periods of popular protests for reform and
democracy, governments in several African countries
employed media shutdowns, restrictions on the internet
and social media, and legal and other forms of harassment
against journalists and writers.
Freedom of expression was restricted in the lead up to
August elections in Kenya, the results of which were
nullified by the Supreme Court in September and later
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held again on 26 October. Groups such as Article 19
noted threats, intimidation and arbitrary arrests against
journalists reporting on sensitive issues.
In Nigeria, despite a strong press, there was an increase
in violations of freedom of expression, with attempts to
silence journalists by both state and non-state actors.
Journalists faced attacks and a number were charged
for their reporting. Freemuse noted that artists faced
multiple levels of censorship. For example, musician
Sadiq Usman was detained for five days for allegedly
releasing a song that had not been approved by the
censorship board.
Against a backdrop of political turmoil in the
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) the government
silenced dissenting voices, including opposition, civil
society groups, and the media. According to Human
Rights Watch, at least 40 journalists were detained
in 2017, and many others were prevented from doing
their work by having their equipment confiscated or
being denied access to report. Several media outlets
were shut down and access to social media was at
times restricted.
The use of internet shutdowns was a tactic used in
many other African countries over the course of the
year. In 2017, Cameroon shut down the internet in its
Anglophone region for 94 days in response to protests,
and internet restrictions were again put in place on 1
October 2017. In Togo, the internet was restricted
on the back of public protests. Under the state of
emergency in Ethiopia, the government censored and
regularly blocked internet access for its citizens. Reports
indicated that access to the internet was again partially
restricted in Ethiopia in December 2017. In Uganda,
debates and live coverage in the media around the age
limit debate were restricted. In South Sudan, websites
were blocked, including some online news sites, such
as the Sudan Tribune.
In recognition of the growing trend to restrict access
to the internet, in late 2016 the African Commission on
Human and Peoples’ Rights adopted a Resolution on the
Right to Freedom of Information and Expression on the
Internet in Africa. The resolution calls on States’ Parties
to respect and take legislative and other measures to
guarantee, respect, and protect their citizens’ right to
freedom of information and expression through access
to internet services.
In other countries, authorities sought to limit reporting or
comments on sensitive subjects. In Equatorial Guinea,
the space for dissent is highly restricted and human rights
defenders are regularly harassed. Artists and cultural
groups were also impeded in their work; cartoonist
Ramón Nsé Esono Ebalé was arrested on 16 September
and charged on 7 December with counterfeiting money
and money laundering. His detention appeared to have
been linked to his cartoons and blog posts critical of
the President. He was released in March 2018 when the
charges against him were dropped.

In South Africa, a country with a vibrant democracy
and a strong press, writer Jacques Pauw faced legal
threats, calls to remove his book, and death threats after
the release of his book The President’s Keepers, which
detailed allegations of corruption against the President
of South Africa.

Positive developments
Despite the use by some states of restrictive laws that
impinge upon freedom of expression, there were positive
steps taken by others to repeal such laws. In The Gambia,
a change of leadership was followed by commitments
to respect media freedoms and freedom of expression,
including assurances to repeal restrictive laws such
as criminal defamation. Kenya’s High Court declared
Section 194 of the Penal Code, which creates the offence
of criminal defamation, unconstitutional in February 2017.
Liberia presented a bill in late 2017 before parliament
calling for the repeal of criminal defamation.
The African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights
appointed a new Special Rapporteur on Freedom of
expression and access to information to replace the
outgoing Rapporteur.

I WANT TO THANK
ALL THOSE OF YOU WHO
ARE STILL FIGHTING TO
SECURE MY RELEASE…
I STILL HAVE MY HOPES
SET ON PRESENTING
“#218EMPIRE”
[HIS NEW PIECE] IN
VIENNA, AS PLANNED, AND
REALISING THE NATIONAL
DREAM OF BEING AT THE
SAME LEVEL AS OTHER
NATIONS, WITH THE ONLY
THING I’M GOOD AT:
DRAWING. I WILL NOT GIVE
UP… I LIVE TO DRAW ON
BEHALF OF MY PEOPLE.
THANK YOU.
Message from Ramón Esono Ebalé,
cartoonist, speaking while he was still
detained in Equatorial Guinea
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Americas
Americas Overview
Brazil: Jo Clifford
& Natalia Mallo
Play on transgender issues
banned, & its director
threatened
UK playwright Jo Clifford’s play
‘The Gospel
According to Jesus, Queen of Heaven’ that
re-imagines Jesus as a transgender woman, has
been banned from being shown in parts of Brazil.
Its director & translator, Natalia Mallo, has received
death threats from the conservative right. This is just
one of a growing number of recent attacks on artistic
freedom in Brazil.

Paraguay:
Nelson Aguilera
Fair trial concerns around
30 month sentence for
alleged plagiarism
Writer of fiction for adults & children, Nelson Aguilera
is appealing against a 30 month sentence for alleged
plagiarism where experts have concluded that there
is no case to make and where there are concerns
of trial irregularities. The writer who initiated the law
suit is related to the minister of the Supreme Court
of Justice, suggesting inappropriate government
influence in the case.
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Writers and journalists in the Americas continue to face both direct and
indirect censorship, threats, violence, and intimidation. The failure to hold
individuals to account perpetuates a vicious cycle under which actors,
both state and non-state, are emboldened to repeat
Censorship
Across the Americas, writers and journalists face
various forms of both direct and indirect censorship.
The selective allocation of budget for government
advertising in Mexico encourages media houses to
slant their coverage in order to obtain more favourable
contracts. The concentration of media is of particular
concern in the Americas, such as in Brazil, Guatemala
and Nicaragua, to name but a few countries, severely
limiting access to a diversity of cultural and political
expressions. Threats and intimidation can lead to a
‘chilling effect’ under which writers and journalists may
opt to self-censor, such as is the case in Cuba, according
to a recent Amnesty International report.
In Brazil, attempts were made to stifle free expression
relating to the LGBTQI community. In September 2017,
an injunction was taken against a performance in São
Paulo of the British playwright, Jo Clifford’s The Gospel
According to Jesus Queen of Heaven – a play in which
Jesus is re-imagined as a transgender woman who
tells Biblical stories of tolerance – on the grounds that
it insulted the church. Attempts to prevent subsequent
performances were rejected by the courts. Elsewhere in
the country, an art exhibition which focussed on sexual
diversity, ‘Queermuseu: Cartographies of Difference in
Brazilian Art’, was prematurely closed by Santander
group after critics, including religious groups, alleged that
the artworks on display featured paedophilia and violated
religious and moral values.

Harassment of writers, journalists,
and human rights defenders

Journalists, often local community journalists who do
not benefit from the protection of large media houses,
and activists who attempt to cover issues pertaining to
indigenous rights or the environment face violence and
intimidation. In July 2017, Bertha Zúniga Cáceres,
the daughter of Berta Cáceres, renowned Honduran
indigenous and environmental activist killed in 2016,
narrowly escaped with her life following a machete
attack. She had recently assumed her mother’s place in
the Civil Council of Grassroots Indigenous Organisations
of Honduras (COPINH).
In Guatemala, indigenous journalist and human rights
defender, Jerson Antonio Xitumul Morales, faced
charges of ‘incitement to commit crimes,’ ‘threats’, and
‘illegal detention’ widely believed to be for his coverage
of the environmental damage caused by the mining
industry in El Estor, Izbal province, and of protests held
by the Maya Q’echi people.

A recent report published by Citizen Lab named renowned
author and journalist Carmen Aristegui among a list of
nine Mexican journalists and human rights defenders
placed under surveillance through the use of sophisticated
spyware, Pegasus. The evidence, compiled by Citizen
Lab between January 2015 and October 2016, exposes
attempts to infect their devices at critical moments in
their work. The suggestion is that the Pegasus software,
which is sold to governments ostensibly to enable them to
monitor terrorism and criminality, may have been used by
persons with access to it within the Mexican government.
In July 2017, the Inter-American Commission on Human
Rights raised concerns regarding recent episodes of
stigmatisation and violence against journalists in Colombia,
where both national and international journalists, such as
Susana Hernández-Mora and Jineth Bedoya Lima, have
faced threats, harassment, and intimidation at the hands of
both public officials and non-state actors.

Violence and Impunity
Lethal violence against writers and journalists, and
impunity for such crimes continue to threaten freedom of
expression in the Americas. According to the International
Press Institute, more journalists were killed in Latin
America in 2017 than in any other region of the world.
In 2017, PEN recorded the murders of 10 writers and
print journalists in Mexico – the highest number since the
inauguration of President Enrique Peña Nieto in 2012 –
among them, author of non-fiction titles Javier Valdez
Cárdenas and poet Filiberto Álvarez Landeros. Since
2004, at least 90 writers and print journalists have been
killed in the country; this figure does not take account
of broadcast journalists who have been killed in this
period. Few of these cases have ever been satisfactorily
resolved: while the person who pulled the trigger may
be apprehended, the person responsible for ordering
the killing is rarely caught. However, in December 2017,
PEN welcomed reports that the Mexican authorities had
arrested the mastermind of the murder of journalist,
Miroslava Breach Velducea, killed on 23 March 2017.
Guatemala also demonstrated progress towards fighting
impunity when the Supreme Court accepted a petition
made by the public prosecutor along with the International
Commission Against Impunity in Guatemala (CIGIG), to
hold a preliminary hearing of a congressman, who stands
accused of ordering the killings of journalists Danilo
López and Federico Salazar Gerónimo in March 2015.
In June 2017, the Organisation of American States
adopted a resolution on the right to freedom of thought
and assembly, which reaffirms that journalism must be
14
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free from threats, violence, or intimidation, and expresses
special concern about the particular risks faced by women
journalists. The resolution represents a commitment by
states to implement strategies and to provide resources
that will end the prevailing impunity enjoyed by those who
commit crimes against journalists. It recommends the
creation of independent, specialised prosecutors’ offices;
the adoption of specific investigative and prosecutorial
protocols and methods; and the continuous training of
lawyers, the police, the judiciary, and others on freedom
of expression and journalists’ safety.

Criminalisation of protest
Across Latin America, as disaffection mounts, the
authorities have sought to stifle public demonstrations
arising from social and economic inequalities and concerns
around alleged governmental and/or electoral corruption.
Between March and August 2017, Venezuela witnessed
public demonstrations on an almost daily basis following
the dissolution of the National Assembly and the
formation of the new National Constituent Assembly,
which rendered opposition representation in parliament
all but impossible.
According to the Inter-American Commission’s Special
Rapporteur for Freedom of Expression, at least 50 media
outlets were closed in Venezuela in connection with their
critical editorial line. Meanwhile, many journalists were
detained, attacked, and threatened, while international
journalists were expelled from the country.
Similarly, in Honduras, protests arising from the
contested November elections have been met with
violent repression, affecting protestors, journalists,
and human rights defenders alike. In parallel, students
of the National Autonomous University of Honduras
(UNAH) continue to be penalised for their involvement in
student protests, while human rights defenders working
in their defence face harassment and attack. In June
2017, journalist and PEN member Cesario Padillia
Figueroa, along with two fellow students, was convicted
of ‘usurpation’ of university property. PEN International
believes Padilla Figueroa and other university students
are being persecuted for exercising their rights to
freedom of expression, association, and assembly (see
Case List entry). The public prosecutor is seeking a threeyear prison sentence, which cannot be applied until the
exhaustion of the appeals process.
In Paraguay, a proposed law aimed at regulating
anonymous online posts during elections poses a threat
to journalists and their sources, and would restrict
citizens’ right to freedom of expression by compelling
service providers to delete content posted by anonymous
users that is deemed ‘offensive or defamatory’ toward
political parties or candidates.
With elections taking place in Venezuela, Chile, Colombia,
Costa Rica, and Mexico in 2018, there are concerns that
there may be further public demonstrations, repression,
and attempts to control the editorial lines in the press.
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“I AM WRITING TO YOU
WITH GREAT JOY TO
SHARE SOME GOOD NEWS
ABOUT MY CASE.
ABOUT A MONTH AGO,
A BLOCK WAS PLACED ON
MY CASE, WHICH IS TO
SAY THAT I NO LONGER
HAVE CASES PENDING
AGAINST ME AND
I CANNOT BE
IMPRISONED AGAIN.
...
“I AM IMMENSELY
GRATEFUL FOR [YOUR]
WORK ON MY CASE
AND FOR ALL THAT PEN
DID IN MY FAVOUR. IN
TRUTH, YOUR SOLIDARITY
HAS SAVED ME FROM
SUFFERING MORE
MONTHS IN PRISON.
THE WORK THAT
YOU CARRY OUT
IMMEASURABLY HELPS
WRITERS ACROSS THE
WORLD WHOSE LIBERTY
IS UNDER THREAT. YOUR
WORK IS ADMIRABLE.”
Colombian poet and student activist, Angye Gaona, on
trial since 2011 in a case seen to be deeply flawed and
politically motivated, wrote to PEN on learning of the
dropping of the charges against her in October 2017.

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC OVERVIEW

Asia and
the Pacific

Asia and the Pacific Overview
India: Hansa
Sowvendra Shekhar
Writer threatened and harassed
for his books
Writer Hansa Sowvendra Shekhar has lived under
constant threat since 2015 when a social media
campaign was launched against him, calling him
a ‘pornographic’ writer and threatening violence.
They have threatened to burn his effigy and his
books, and called for him to be sacked from his
government job.

China: Yang Tongyan
Death while on medical parole
after 12 years in prison
Dissident writer & member of the Independent
Chinese PEN Centre, Yang Tongyan was just weeks
away from completing his 12 year sentence when,
while on medical parole, he died from cancer. He had
been imprisoned since December 2005 for his writings
published on the internet. Four months earlier, in July
2017, another writer, Liu Xiaobo, also died while on
medical parole.
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In 2017, the freedom of expression
landscape in Asia and the Pacific
continued to be marked by
entrenched repression, political
crackdowns, prosecution and longterm imprisonment. The failure to
protect writers and journalists from
reprisals for their writing has also
contributed to a climate of fear and
self-censorship.

Entrenched repression
2017 bore witness to the relentless crackdown on
freedom of expression in such countries as the People’s
Republic of China and the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam,
where long-term imprisonment is deeply entrenched and
ill-treatment of detainees is commonplace. Here, writers,
bloggers, and journalists regularly face severe penalties
following prosecutions under vague national security
provisions, such as ‘inciting subversion of state power’
and ‘conducting propaganda’ against the state, or even
‘abusing democratic freedoms’.
Rulings made by international bodies seem to have little
influence on the use of such legislation. In November 2017,
the Vietnamese courts confirmed the sentence served
against blogger Nguyen Ngoc Nhu Quynh – popularly
known by her pen name Me Nâm (Mother Mushroom) –
despite the United Nations Working Group on Arbitrary
Detention (UNWGAD) ruling in her favour. It concluded
that the provision ‘is so vague and overly broad that it
could result in penalties being imposed on persons who
have merely exercised their legitimate rights to freedom of
opinion and expression.’ Me Nâm will now serve out her
10-year sentence.
The June 2017 passage of the Anti-Terror Conspiracy
Law in Japan – ostensibly aimed at tackling organised
crime ahead of the 2020 Tokyo Olympics – brings with
it concerns that its definitions are overbroad and could
weaken civil liberties.
The dire consequences of such prolonged detention
and neglect in prison are no better exemplified than by
the deaths in China of award-winning writers and PEN
members Liu Xiaobo and Yang Tongyan. Each were
released on medical parole but too late to receive what
might have been life-saving treatment. They died shortly
afterwards. Their cases bear resemblance to the death
of Huuchinhuu Govruud, who succumbed to chronic
illness exacerbated by her long-term house arrest in Inner
Mongolia in October 2016 (see 2016 Case List).
Such patterns of repression have long been apparent in
the autonomous regions of China, including Tibet and the
Xinjiang Uyghur regions, where ethnic minority writers
are often accused of ‘inciting separatism’ in retaliation
for asserting their cultural and linguistic identities.
However, writers and journalists in Hong Kong appear to
be facing increasing pressure from the mainland: recent
reports suggest that there has been a decline in the number
of books on display at the Hong Kong Book Fair that
might be deemed to be politically sensitive or otherwise
‘indecent’. Such inclinations towards self-censorship can
only be exacerbated by the cases of three Hong Kong
publishers Gui Minhai, Yao Wentian (Yiu Mantin) and
Wang Jianmin, two of whom are imprisoned while the
third was released under restrictions in October 2017.
Journalists attempting to cover the ongoing conflict in
Rakhine state – which has seen the mass exodus of at
least 380,000 Rohingya refugees – have faced prosecution
in both Myanmar and Bangladesh, indicating a new arena
for the repression of those who attempt to investigate
human rights abuses.
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Threats and Violence
Across the Asia and Pacific region, writers are threatened,
intimidated and subjected to physical and sometimes
lethal violence. The failure of the relevant authorities to
tackle such attacks and bring the perpetrators to justice
can often create a climate of fear and impunity.
Instead of protecting peaceful expression, the authorities
often seek to limit expression that is considered by
some to be offensive. This is exemplified in the case of
award-winning Indian writer Hansda Sowvendra
Shekhar, who, in the context of growing intolerance
and vigilantism, has written works that were deemed
to be pornographic and misrepresentative of his own
community. In response to protests, which included
the burning of Shekhar’s effigy and his books, the state
authorities seized all copies of his collection of short
stories The Adivasi Will Not Dance and suspended him
from his work as a medical doctor while they evaluated
whether to press charges. Such patterns are also evident
in Bangladesh where the authorities have thus far failed
to provide sufficient protection to secular writers targeted
by non-state actors. Instead, such writers have been
advised by police to avoid contentious topics. Although
the fact that no writers were killed in Bangladesh in 2017
is welcome in light of the murders of previous years, the
failure of the Bangladeshi authorities to protect its writers
from attack has continued to feed the climate of fear and
perpetuate self-censorship.

Criminal Defamation, Insult
and Blasphemy
Across Asia and the Pacific, writers and journalists also
face prosecution under outdated or vaguely-worded and
overbroad provisions such as criminal defamation, insult,
blasphemy, and obscenity.
In one of the most absurd cases of 2017, Thai writer
and activist Sulak Sivaraksa was informed that, if he
was considered to have insulted a former Thai monarch
who died some 400 years earlier, Sivaraksa could face
a military tribunal. Since the 2014 coup d’état, the Thai
authorities have regularly subjected civilians deemed to
have violated the country’s lèse-majesté laws to military
tribunals, in contravention of the UN’s ‘Decaux Principles’
that prohibit military trials for civilians.
In the most severe penalty applied in a case of insult,
a North Korean court reportedly sentenced the South
Korean journalists Son Hyo-rim, of Dong-A Ilbo, and
Yang Ji-ho, of Chosun Ilbo, and the papers’ respective
director generals, Kim Jae Ho and Pang Sang Hun, to
death in absentia after being deemed to have insulted
‘the dignity of the country’ in August 2017.
In Myanmar, amendments to the Telecommunications
Act’s defamation provision fell short of changes needed to
guarantee freedom of expression online, and left criminal
penalties untouched. The Act provides sentences of up to
three years for defamation.

Impunity is a theme that resonates across Asia, where
murders, such as those of Cambodian scholar Kem
Ley in 2016 and Indian epigraphist Dr Malleshappa
Madivalappa Kalburgi in 2015, remain unresolved.
Suggestions of authorities’ ineptitude at best or collusion
at worst can also contribute to a climate of fear.
The murders of bloggers and print journalists in India, the
Maldives and Myanmar this year adds to the toll.

‘IN ONE OF YOUR POEMS, YOU WRITE OF THE ‘COLD AND INDIFFERENT
MOON’. THE SAME SKY WITH THIS MOON IN IT REACHES OVER ALL OF
US, OVER YOU AND ME, OVER MY FREEDOM AND YOUR OPPRESSION.
WHAT WE HAVE IN COMMON IS AS VARIOUS AS OUR DIFFERENCES,
BUT ONE THING WE SHARE IS OUR BELIEF IN THE POWER OF WRITING
TO CHALLENGE THOSE THINGS THAT LIMIT, OPPRESS, DESTROY,
AND DENY. I AM SORRY THAT YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED THIS DENIAL,
THIS OPPRESSION SO DIRECTLY, BUT I WANT YOU TO KNOW THAT WHILST YOUR PUNISHMENT HAS ATTEMPTED TO REDUCE YOU IN MY EYES YOU ARE MAGNIFIED INSIDE YOUR WORK, YOUR POWER,
YOUR COURAGE, AND YOUR LOVE. THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING YOU
HAVE DONE IN YOUR FIGHT FOR A BETTER WORLD.’
Carol Ann Duffy, UK Poet Laureate, pays tribute to Liu Xiaobo, a Nobel Peace Prize winner,
writer, human rights activist PEN member and former ICPC president, who died on 13 July 2017.
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EUROPE AND CENTRAL ASIA

Europe and
Central Asia
Europe and Central Asia Overview

Turkey: Ahmet Şık
Writer on Trial under Anti-Terror
Laws
Writer and journalist Ahmet Şık, imprisoned since
December 2016, is on trial alongside 16 colleagues
of Cumhuriyet, Turkey’s oldest newspaper, on
charges of assisting an armed terrorist organisation,
charges seen to be spurious. PEN International has
been observing the proceedings, which have been
marred by violations of the right to a fair trial.

Poland: Tomasz Piątek
Charged for his book Claiming
Corruption at High Level of
Government
Journalist Tomasz Piątek faced potential criminal
charges for his book ‘Macierewicz and his Secrets’
that examines alleged links, both political and
financial, between those close to Poland’s Defence
Minister Antoni Macierewicz’ and the Russian military
intelligence services, entities close to the Kremlin,
and organised crime. The charges were dropped on
15 March 2018.
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Silencing of dissenting and critical
voices continued in Europe and
Central Asia in 2017. In addition to
the unrelenting repression in Turkey,
the Russian Federation and several
Central Asian countries, there was
also a marked deterioration in some
European Union member states.
The state of emergency was maintained in Turkey
throughout 2017, and the country remains the world’s
largest jailer of journalists, with over 150 imprisoned
by the end of the year. On 16 April, constitutional
amendments were approved in a contested referendum,
granting President Erdoğan wide-reaching centralised
new powers, and throughout the year several executive
decrees were adopted that further impinge on the right
to freedom of expression. Spurious criminal proceedings
against journalists continue unabated, mostly on charges
of lending support to terrorist organisations and alleged
participation in the attempted coup of July 2016. Many
of the trials including those against Ahmet and Mehmet
Altan and against the Cumhuriyet journalists, which PEN
International has been observing, have been marred by
violations of domestic and international standards on fair
trial and the independence and impartiality of the judiciary.
Furthermore, in several trials there are allegations of
torture or ill-treatment in order to obtain confessions or
evidence. For instance, in the criminal proceedings against
Kurdish reporter Nedim Türfent, who was sentenced
to 8 years and 9 months’ imprisonment in December,
20 of 21 witnesses who appeared in court claimed that
they gave evidence after having been tortured by the
police. It is not only journalists who are affected by the
authorities’ judicial persecution of free expression – as
evidenced for instance by the institution of criminal
proceedings were brought against the Academics for
Peace, a diverse group who signed a declaration calling
for peace in Turkey’s south-east and who are facing
terrorism-related charges as a consequence. In his report
on his 2016 country visit, the UN Special Rapporteur on
freedom of expression noted that the situation for free
speech in the country is ‘in grave crisis’ and expressed
serious ‘concern at the deterioration of media freedom’,
echoing similar statements by, among others,including
the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, the
Council of Europe’s Human Rights Commissioner and the
OSCE Representative on freedom of the media.
In the Russian Federation, the onslaught on the right
to freedom of expression continues unabated, with the
authorities taking increasingly extreme legal and policy
measures, which consolidate their control over the free
flow of information. Notably, under new legislation, access
to websites banned in Russia has become even more
difficult. Furthermore, new measures allow the authorities
to list foreign media outlets as ‘foreign agents’ and force
them to brand the news they provide as ‘foreign’ and
disclose their funding sources. In response to this law,

the Council of Europe’s Human Rights Commissioner
stated that the Law on Foreign Agents has had ‘a major
“chilling effect” on the work of civil society organisations’.
The media remain under attack in various other ways,
including physical attacks on and intimidation of
journalists including the murder of journalists Nikolai
Andrushchenko and Dmitry Popkov (the first murders of
journalists in Russia since 2013), criminal prosecutions
against media workers (often alleging libel), detention of
journalists covering contentious events, and blocking of
electronic media. Private citizens equally suffer politically
motivated prosecutions for having peacefully exercised
their right to freedom of expression, for instance in
application of the so-called blasphemy law, which
criminalises insulting religious feelings of others, or on
terrorism-related or separatism charges, particularly in
relation to the conflict in Crimea. Lastly, censorship, both
offline and online, remains at a high level, affecting the
use of the internet, libraries that are targeted for holding
‘extremist materials’, access to literature for minors, and
theatre and cinema. In Crimea, meanwhile, the state of
freedom of expression, as well as working conditions
for media workers, remain as dire as they have been
since the occupation by the Russian Federation began
in 2014. In March, the European Parliament adopted
a resolution, condemning among other things the lack
of freedom of expression and association in the peninsula,
and in December 2017, the UN General Assembly
called for the creation of a ‘safe and enabling environment
for journalists’.
In addition to the continued occupation of Crimea,
Ukraine is facing a war in its eastern region against
Russia-backed armed groups. The safety of journalists
and media workers covering events there is precarious.
Furthermore, in response to the war, the government has
undertaken a series of steps to promote national security
that have served to undermine the right to freedom of
expression. Among others, in May a presidential decree
banned major Russian companies from operating in the
country, targeting Russian social media used by millions
of Ukrainians, and in July and August the security services
expelled or denied entry to several foreign journalists for
allegedly engaging in anti-Ukrainian propaganda, which
was condemned by the OSCE free media representative,
among others.
In October, high-profile investigative journalist Daphne
Caruana Galizia was assassinated in Malta, giving rise
to wide-spread condemnation including by the European
Parliament, the OSCE free media representative and
several UN Special Rapporteurs. Although three men were
charged with her murder in December, there are concerns
about the authorities’ handling of the investigation,
reflecting both the fact that those who ordered the killing
remain unidentified, as well as a more general scepticism
regarding the Maltese authorities’ capacity to carry out an
independent and impartial investigation.
In Spain, the so-called ‘Gag Law’ that entered into force
in 2015 continues to have a deteriorating effect on free
speech, affecting the use of social media as well as artistic
freedom. Furthermore, the Spanish authorities cracked
down on opinion and protest surrounding Catalonia’s
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independence referendum, and political and civil society
leaders as well as ordinary citizens find themselves in
detention or under investigation on charges of sedition
or ‘hate crimes’. Moreover, journalists covering the
referendum were on the receiving end of harassment and
intimidation from both sides in the referendum.
In Hungary, the Orban government’s ongoing crackdown
on critical voices continued in 2017, including attacks
on academic freedom and a further escalation of the
government’s anti-migrant stance, with the authorities
openly fuelling anti-migrant rhetoric and smearing critical
rights groups. In a May 2017 resolution, the European
Parliament expressed regret that developments in
Hungary have led to a serious deterioration of, inter alia,
the freedom of expression.
The authorities in Poland, in addition to adopting farreaching reforms that have the potential to remove the
judiciary’s independence, are taking measures that
undermine the freedom of the press. The state media
have been brought under the government’s direct
control, and actions are taken to intimidate independent
journalists and critical media outlets, including by
imposing large fines, for instance on a TV station accused
of ‘encouraging behaviour threatening the country’s
security’ for covering anti-government protests. The
European Commission has launched an investigation
against Poland for breaching European common values
and the rule of law, as a consequence of the abovementioned judicial reforms.
Dissent continues to be systematically criminalised
in Azerbaijan, with journalists and bloggers suffering
arbitrary arrest and detention, torture, and prosecutions
on politically motivated charges, as well as violence,
harassment, and intimidation that subsequently goes
unpunished. In March, legislative amendments were
introduced that gave the government the power to block
any website ‘posing a danger to the state or society’, and
they have been used to block several leading independent
news websites.
In Kazakhstan, the authorities in December introduced
amendments to the press law that further impinge on
the already-weak media freedom in the country. Among
other things, journalists are now required to obtain the
permission of persons named in their articles before
publishing information involving matters of ‘personal
and family confidentiality’, potentially obstructing, in
particular, coverage of corruption. Furthermore, Internet
users are required to identify themselves before posting a
comment on a news website.
In Uzbekistan, there have been modest improvements
concerning media freedom since President Mirziyoyev
assumed office in December 2016, evidenced for
instance by registered outlets’ covering of politically
sensitive topics. However, journalists are still arrested on
politically motivated charges, and the Internet remains
highly censored.
Lastly, the year was marked by several attempts by
governments to abuse the INTERPOL Red Notice system
to extend the persecution of writers and journalists
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beyond their own borders. A Red Notice, nicknamed
the ‘international arrest warrant’, is a voluntary request
to locate and provisionally arrest an individual pending
extradition, issued by INTERPOL’s General Secretariat at
the request of a member country. In 2017, Red Notices
were issued concerning several Turkish journalists and
writers, some of whom were indeed detained in Spain
although ultimately not extradited, and Azerbaijani and
Uzbek journalists, who were subsequently detained
in Ukraine, among others. On 26 April 2017, the
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe called
for more stringent legal safeguards to avoid abusive
recourse to the INTERPOL system.

“I APPRECIATE THE MEMBERS
OF PEN FOR ALL THEIR
SUPPORT AND SOLIDARITY
WITH ME DURING THE TIME
OF MY ARREST, DETENTION
AND THROUGH THE ON-GOING
HEARING OF MY CASE. I AM
GRATEFUL FOR EVERYONE
WHO WROTE AN EMAIL TO
THE MINISTER OF INTERNAL
AFFAIRS OR THE MINISTER
OF JUSTICE, CALLING FOR
MY RELEASE. I APPRECIATE
THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO
PARTICIPATED IN ONLINE
DISCUSSIONS ABOUT THE
PLACE OF FACEBOOKERS AS
WRITERS WORTH RECOGNISING
AND PROTECTING. I THANK
THOSE WHO SENT ME
MESSAGES OF SOLIDARITY
AND ENCOURAGEMENT
DURING THAT DIFFICULT TIME.
YOUR INVOLVEMENT IN MY
TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS
LENT MY CASE THE MUCH
NEEDED VISIBILITY, GRAVITAS,
AND IMPETUS”
Stella Nyanzi, writer and activist on trial in
Uganda, speaking to PEN in December 2017
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Middle East
and North Africa
Middle East and
North Africa Overview

Egypt: Hesham Gaafar
Writer arbitrarily detained for
over two years
Gaafar is a well-known writer, political reformist
and head of the Mada Foundation for Media
Development (MADA) who was arrested on 21
October 2015 and has been held in pre-trial
detention mainly ever since. There are grave
concerns about his deteriorating health

Israel: Dareen Tatour
Poet under house arrest as trial
continues
Palestinian Poet, Dareen Tatour, spent three months
in detention in different Israeli prisons before being
placed under house arrest in July 2016 as her trial
is under way. She is charged with ‘support for a
terrorist organisation’ for her poetry and social
media activity.
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Freedom of expression and
systematic human rights violations

Laws criminalising writers
and writings

The Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region continues
to be an area of systematic human rights violations,
which affect political and civic rights, including freedom
of expression and press. This freedom is under attack
by both state and non-state actors, among them armed
religious extremists such as those that emerged following
the beginning of the Arab uprisings in 2010 and 2011
and the resulting failure of democratic transition. Writers
and journalists suffer under the ongoing armed conflicts,
dictatorships, political crises, and instability across the
region. Many have been subjected to arbitrary arrest and
detention, enforced disappearance, kidnapping, torture,
extra-judicial killings, harassment, and threats. Across
the region, writers have been challenged with criminal
charges for writings ranging from criticism of religions,
particularly Islam, through to commentary addressing
corruption and questions surrounding government
legitimacy.

The challenge facing freedom of expression is
complicated by penal codes, states of emergency and
counter-terrorism legislation, which include vaguely
worded provisions often used to arrest bloggers,
journalists, writers, and political activists expressing
their views through peaceful means. The Iranian Islamic
penal code, for example, includes charges such as
‘Moharebeh’ (waging war against God) and ‘spreading
Corruption on Earth’, while the Syrian Penal Code
includes provisions under which many political prisoners
have been arrested for ‘spreading of false news’ and
‘disseminating false information that could affect the
morale of the nation’.

Criticising religion or authorities
brings death sentences and
prison terms
The main legal penalties affecting freedom of expression
in the theocratic states of the Middle East, such as Iran
and Saudi Arabia, were implemented in the name of
religion, including blasphemy, atheism and apostasy.
Ashraf Fayadh, a Palestinian poet and artist, remains in
prison in Saudi Arabia, on charges of ‘insulting the divine
self’ due to the atheist content of his work. Originally
sentenced to death, in February 2016, his sentence was
commuted to eight years in prison and 800 lashes.
Freedom of expression becomes enormously limited
when writing addresses political change and the
legitimacy of those in power. On 18 January 2017, Nadhir
al-Majid, a Saudi writer and school teacher, was found
guilty of ‘writing articles supporting protests’, ‘failing to
obey the ruler’, ‘contact with foreign news agencies’,
and ‘participating in demonstrations’. One piece of good
news is that several Iranian writers were released in 2017
after having served almost a decade in detention, among
them poet Mahvash Sabet and writer Mohammad
Sadiq Kabudvand.
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In Egypt and Syria, state of emergency laws that had
been lifted following the Arab uprising were absorbed
into new counter-terrorism legislation. These constitute a
key threat to the right of freedom of expression, freedom
of association and the right to fair trial, and have been
used to criminalise writers, human rights activists, and
intellectuals who criticise the authorities. For example,
Article 8 of the Syrian counter-terrorism law penalises
‘any person that distributes printed materials or stored
data of any form for such a reason as to promote means
or acts of terrorism’. The definition of terrorism under
this law extends it to penalising criticism against the
government.
Governments in the MENA region also prevent and
criminalise writings and publications dealing with
sexual orientation and sexuality such as in the case
of My.Kali, a digital magazine promoting LGBTQI
rights in Jordan, which was blocked in July 2017 by
the Jordanian Audio-visual Commission. Algerian
writer Anouar Rahmani was the subject of a criminal
investigation under article 144 (bis 2) of the Penal Code,
which stipulates a three to five-year prison sentence for
anyone who ‘offends the Prophet’ or ‘denigrates the
dogma and precepts of Islam’. Rahmani was under
investigation for his novels Jibril’s Hallucination and
White Shadows, depicting gay relationships during the
Algerian war of independence.
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Killings, detentions and harassment
Internal armed conflicts within the region have placed
ordinary citizens between two and often more deadly
forces as starkly confirmed by the Committee to Protect
Journalists (CPJ), whose statistics show Syria and Iraq
among the most dangerous places in the world for
journalists in 2017 with eight journalists killed in each
country, while two journalists lost their lives in Yemen.
Hundreds of thousands of people, including writers and
journalists have been arbitrarily arrested and detained
and subjected to enforced disappearance in Syria.
Extrajudicial killing, torture, and other ill treatment in
prison and detention centres are believed to have caused
or contributed to the deaths of thousands of detainees
since March 2011. In August 2017, the wife of Bassel
Khartabil, a Syrian-Palestinian software engineer and free
speech activist, reported that he had been extrajudicially
executed by the Syrian authorities.
Non-state armed groups continue to control parts of Syria
and are also carrying out killings and arbitrary detentions
as well as torture and other ill treatment. In Iraq, writers
have been harassed by armed groups, including
Saad Saloum who was threatened with death by an
unknown Islamic group through phone calls and letters
demanding he halt his activities. Similarly, in Yemen the
situation for freedom of expression continues to decline
following the Houthis’ occupation of the capital, Sana’a,
in September 2014, and the ongoing conflict. A small
piece of good news came on 24 September 2017 when
writer Mohammad Yahya al-Jubaihi was released after
being detained by Houthi forces for almost a year. He
was pardoned by a Houthi rebel court that had initially
sentenced him to death in April 2017.
The ongoing Israeli-Palestinian conflict has caused
violations of human rights and injustice for Palestinians.
Israel has been detained many journalists and activists over
decades as part of its practice of administrative detention
– a form of detention without charge or trial imposed for
periods of up to six months, renewable an infinite number
of times. On 8 November 2017, journalist Muhammed
al-Qiq was released after almost one year under
administrative detention. Last but not least, Palestinian
poet Dareen Tatour’s trial continues and she remains
under house arrest. In a gesture of support in October
2017, PEN International President, Jennifer Clement, and
its Executive Director, Carles Torner, visited Tatour at her
home in Reineh near Nazareth. Charged with ‘support for
a terrorist organisation’, Tatour is accused in relation to a
video which she posted on YouTube in which she recites
one of her poems.

Palestinian poet Dareen Tatour is
under house arrest in Israel for her
poetry, where she was visited in
October 2017 by PEN’s International
President and its Executive Director
and she gave this message:

“AS A DETAINED POET,
YOUR SUPPORT GAVE
ME A SPARK OF HOPE
THAT WOULD NEVER
EXTINGUISH, AND IT
CONFIRMED THAT THERE
IS SOMEONE WHO
WORKS TO PROTECT
THE RIGHTS OF THE
WRITER AND THE POET
AS A HUMAN BEING, AND
TO ENSURE THAT THE
SPARK OF CREATIVITY
REMAINS ALIGHT
FOREVER. THANK YOU
PEN INTERNATIONAL.
THANKS VERY MUCH FOR
VISITING ME, FOR YOUR
SUPPORT, AND STANDING
BY POETS AND WRITERS
WHO SUFFER AND FACE
IMPRISONMENT LIKE
MYSELF SOLELY FOR
EXPRESSING THEIR
VIEWS THROUGH ART.”
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Stifling Dissent, Impeding Accountability
Criminal Defamation Laws In Africa
21 November 2017
In many countries in Africa, governments continue to stifle freedom of expression, open debate, political criticism and
media reporting using laws that make it a crime to say, write or publish anything that they consider defamatory or
insulting. These laws are usually vague and sweepingly broad, opening them to such wide interpretation that they act as
an ever-present constraint, particularly on investigative journalism and other aspects of the media’s capacity to perform
its public watchdog role.

Culture’s Oxygen - The PEN Report
21 February 2017
The report – Culture’s Oxygen The PEN Report – finds that there is still a conviction in the mainstream publishing industry
that it is primarily viable to sell books in dominant languages, and that a major obstacle to establishing and sustaining
strong minority-language publishing industries is the way that minority languages are valued locally and nationally.
It outlines global trends in minority-language literatures, explores the minority-language situation, and analyses the legal
and policy framework and the prevailing book markets trends in the four focus countries. Finally, it outlines long-term
objectives for the future of minority-language publishing and makes a series of recommendations to governments, as well
as to cultural actors, publishers and writers.
To read this report, please go to: http://pen-international.org/promoting-linguistic-rights/cultures-oxygen-report

Imposing Silence:

The Use of India’s Laws to Suppress Free Speech
May 20 2015
In 2015, PEN International in partnership with PEN Canada and the International Human Rights Program (IHRP) at the
University of Toronto Faculty of Law released a ground-breaking report calling on India to repeal overbroad and vaguely
worded laws that enable censorship in the world’s largest democracy. Imposing Silence: The Use of India’s Laws to
Suppress Free Speech finds that overreaching legislation and longstanding problems with the administration of justice
have produced cumbersome legal processes that deter citizens from exercising their right to free expression. The resulting
chill silences political criticism and often discourages marginal voices from speaking out on sensitive social, cultural, and
religious matters.
To read this report please go to:
http://www.pen-international.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Imposing-Silence-FINAL.pdf

The Gezi Park Protests:

The impact on freedom of expression in Turkey
March 14 2014
In The Gezi Park Protests: the impact on freedom of expression in Turkey, PEN assesses the violations of the right
to freedom of expression and to freedom of assembly during last year’s protests, detailing numerous examples of
intimidation, judicial harassment and violence against writers and journalists by the authorities in Turkey, and shedding
light on the mechanisms by which the mainstream media in Turkey is pushed towards self-censorship.
To read this report please go to:
http://www.pen-international.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/PEN-Gezi-Report.pdf

Honduras:

Journalism in the Shadow of Impunity
January 22 2014
Journalists who cover organized crime, government corruption and other sensitive issues are increasingly facing threats
and lethal attacks in Honduras, with almost complete impunity for perpetrators, said PEN International in a new report
released today in partnership with PEN Canada and the International Human Rights Program (IHRP) at the University of
Toronto Faculty of Law.
The report – Honduras: Journalism in the Shadow of Impunity – documents the rise in violence against journalists
following the coup d’état that ousted President José Manuel Zelaya in June 2009, and the failure of both state and
international mechanisms to investigate and punish those responsible. Since June 2009 at least 32 Honduran journalists
– most working for the broadcast media – have been killed and many more continue to work in a climate of fear and
self-censorship.
To read this report please go to:
http://www.pen-international.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/Honduras-Journalism-in-the-Shadow-of-Impunity1.pdf

The PEN Report:

Creativity and Constraint in Today’s China
May 3 2013
On World Press Freedom Day, PEN International launched The PEN Report: Creativity and Constraint in Today’s
China. The culmination of five years of collaborative research among PEN members inside and outside of China,
the report is a frank assessment of the climate of freedom of expression in the world’s most populous state.
It also provides first-hand accounts of life under the weight of Chinese censorship through personal essays by 10
of China’s leading dissident writers.
To read this report please go to:
http://www.pen-international.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/The-PEN-Report-Creativity-and-Constraint-in-Todays-China.pdf

The 2017 Case List, published by
PEN International, highlights freedom
of expression violations around the
world, detailing hundreds of cases of
harassment, arrests, attacks, killings
and imprisonments of writers worldwide
and highlights the global deterioration
of freedom of expression.
The statistics for 2017 are numbing
enough: 218 attacks on freedom of
expression documented by PEN in a
year. Writers have been murdered.
Many writers and journalists have been
imprisoned, detained without trial,
and threatened with lawsuits, and the
powerful continue to attack those who
express themselves freely. Through the
Case List we present the writers
behind these numbers.

